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Loose aggregations of fishes, or shoals, are a basal social organization
of vertebrates and offer a valuable opportunity to determine how
individual perceptions influence group formation. We used zebrafish,
Danio rerio, to comprehensively investigate the preference space for
shoaling related to adult pigment pattern variation, presented in the
form of 17 zebrafish pigment pattern mutants or closely related
species. We examined all combinations of these phenotypes in 2,920
initial and replicated preference tests, and used as subjects both
domesticated laboratory stocks and wild-caught fish. By using multidimensional scaling and other approaches, we show that laboratory
and wild zebrafish exhibit similar preferences, yet, unexpectedly,
these preferences differ markedly between sexes, and also from how
human observers perceive the same pigment patterns. Whereas
zebrafish males respond to two traits (species and stripe patterning)
in deciding whether to join a shoal, zebrafish female preferences do
not correlate with a priori identifiable traits, and neither perceptual
world is correlated with that of human observers. The observed
zebrafish sex differences run counter to the most commonly accepted
explanations for the individual selective advantages gained by shoaling. More generally, these data describe very different perceptual
worlds between sexes and reveal the importance of sex differences
in social group formation, as well as the critical importance of defining
species specificity in visual signaling.
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A

ristotle recognized that social behavior defines what it means
to be human (1). Over two millennia later, the origins and
maintenance of social behavior remain incompletely understood,
yet better knowing why and how groups form will provide important insights into animal behavior, psychology, and human evolution. Most analyses of taxonomic variation in social behavior have
focused on its fitness consequences and the ecological and evolutionary correlates for particular social structures. Less attention has
been given to the mechanisms by which groups form and, particularly, the signals between group members and prospective members that influence individual decisions whether or not to join (2).
One approach to elucidating why and how social structures form is
to focus on transitional groups at the interstices of social and solitary
behavior, of which shoals of fish are a classic example. Defined as a loose
aggregative behavior, shoaling can be viewed as the forerunner to all
vertebrate social groups; shoaling is engaged in by the majority of fishes
as well as amphibian larvae, representing a broad swath of vertebrate
diversity (3–9). Although shoaling provides benefits to individuals via
enhanced predator avoidance and foraging efficiency, individuals constantly assess the costs and benefits of joining or remaining in a shoal
relative to acting alone (2, 5, 10).
A convenient species for studying shoaling is the zebrafish. These
fish shoal as mixed sex groups in the field and in the laboratory
(11–14) and their tendency to shoal is heritable (15, 16). Zebrafish
respond to visual signals when deciding between prospective shoals,
and early life history plays a critical role in the formation of shoaling
preferences (13, 14, 17, 18). Nevertheless, the salient features of
these visual signals and how they are interpreted remains unknown.
As a major component of the visual phenotype is the adult pigment
pattern, we reasoned that pigment pattern variation could play a
critical role in determining whether individuals elect to join a shoal.
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Fig. 1. Diverse pigment patterns of zebrafish (Left and Center) and closely
related species (Right). Abbreviations: A, albino mutant; C, csf1r mutant; CE, csf1r,
ednrb1 double mutant; CK, csf1r, kit double mutant; DI, dali/⫹ mutant; DU,
duchamp/⫹ mutant; E, ednrb1 mutant; K, kit mutant; M, mitfa mutant; O, oberon
mutant; S, seurat mutant; Da, Danio albolineatus; Dc, D. choprae; Dk, D. aff.
kyathit; Dn, D. nigrofasciatus; Ds, Devario shanensis. For simplicity, only phenotype abbreviations are used in the text and figures. For additional information on
the genetic bases of mutant phenotypes and species differences, see refs. 19 –25.

Results
Diverse Visual Signals Exhibited by Zebrafish Mutants and Closely Related Species. To assay the perceptual space of zebrafish, we used a

panel of 17 phenotypes representing an array of pigment patterns
including the wild type, ‘‘simple’’ variants in the form of zebrafish
mutants, and ‘‘complex’’ variants in the form of closely related
species (Fig. 1). The wild-type zebrafish (WT) exhibits dark stripes
comprising black melanophores and silver iridophores, light interstripes of yellow xanthophores and iridophores, and dorsal scale
melanophores (26). Zebrafish single-locus mutant phenotypes have
changes in pigment cell organization, missing pigment cell classes,
reduced pigment within cells, or multiple alterations. By using fish
that are singly or doubly mutant, we can examine the attractiveness
of signals that are one or two mutational steps from the wild type.
Other species are within Danio or the closely related Devario; some
resemble zebrafish wild-type or mutant phenotypes, whereas others
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of subject fish for variant stimulus shoals when they were paired with
wild-type stimulus shoals. These comparisons are the simplest and most
ecologically relevant, because zebrafish shoal with other zebrafish in the
wild, although they encounter fishes exhibiting a range of phenotypes
and sometimes can be found shoaling with other species [e.g., Esomus
danricus (11, 12)]. We found a strong positive relationship (F(1,13) ⫽
22.5, P ⬍ 0.0005; multivariate R2 ⫽ 0.58) between shoaling preference
of male subjects and one aspect of stimulus shoal pigment patterns,
vertical pattern entropy, defined most simply as the average magnitude
of shading difference between adjacent pixels along the dorsal–ventral

WT

Male and Female Zebrafish Perceive Variant Pigment Patterns Differently
When Compared with the Wild Type. We first examined the preference

Phen 1

introduce novel pigment pattern elements (e.g., vertical bars),
pigment cell classes (e.g., red erythrophores), or both (23). None
cooccur with zebrafish (11).
We used this panel of variant phenotypes in binary preference tests
in which single subject fish were presented with all possible pairs of the
17 phenotypes exhibited by shoals of stimulus fish (each shoal comprising two males and two females), a total of 136 tests for each subject
fish. We assayed the duration of time spent with each shoal [for detailed
methods, see supporting information (SI)]. Subject fish were 10 male
and 10 female wild-type zebrafish of the inbred mapping strain ABwp
that had experienced only their own phenotype throughout development. We used a within-individual design both to control for potential
individual differences in shoaling tendencies or preferences, and because multidimensional scaling analyses (see below) require each
subject to judge between all possible pairs of stimuli. We thus conducted
2,720 initial tests; subject fish were actively shoaling in 2,443 tests, which
were used for analyses. We subsequently conducted an additional 200
tests for particular stimulus pairs, using naı̈ve subjects, to assess the
generalizability of observed preferences and to control for effects of
presentation order in the initial analyses (see below). Stimulus and
subject fish were separated by Plexiglas transparent to visible and UV
light, allowing the transmission of broad spectrum visual cues while
attenuating any potential nonvisual cues.

Table 1. Male subject fish preferences for stimulus phenotypes and attractiveness of stimulus phenotypes

Fig. 2. Male shoaling preference increases with vertical pattern entropy of
pigment pattern relative to WT when alternative phenotypes are presented
simultaneously with WT. Shown are differences in the times spent with each
phenotype (abbreviations in Fig. 1) compared with WT, plotted against differences in vertical pattern entropy compared with WT. Red line, regression for
zebrafish mutants; yellow line, regression for other species; diamond, relative
position for WT stimulus shoals; other symbols are alternative stimulus shoals.
Circles, zebrafish mutants; squares, Other species; open symbols denote uniform
pigment patterns; filled symbols indicate the presence of spots; symbols bisected
horizontally denote horizontal stripes; symbols bisected vertically denote vertical
bars.
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Preferences are calculated as follows: seconds with phenotype 1 ⫺ seconds with phenotype 2. Thus, positive values indicate that phenotype 1 (column) was preferred, whereas negative values indicate that
phenotype 2 (row) was preferred. P values derived from Wilcoxon’s signed ranks tests are given after the slash. Attractiveness values that are not significantly different from one another are placed in the same
letter categories; colors show significant ranks ordering. Phenotype abbreviations are as in Fig. 1. Orange values, P ⬍ 0.05; red values, P ⬍ false discovery threshold; q ⫽ 0.02.
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Male subjects

Female subjects

Test 1

Test 2

DI
WT

126 ⫾ 11
111 ⫾ 13

151 ⫾ 28
133 ⫾ 29

DI
CK

181 ⫾ 21
69 ⫾ 15

195 ⫾ 25
87 ⫾ 22

Test 1

Test 2

DI
WT

106 ⫾ 17
131 ⫾ 14

110 ⫾ 15
134 ⫾ 20

DI
M

167 ⫾ 12
90 ⫾ 17

151 ⫾ 19
117 ⫾ 18

CK
M

166 ⫾ 11
87 ⫾ 6

169 ⫾ 16
88 ⫾ 14

Shown are seconds (means ⫾ SE) spent in preference areas by subject fish.
Test 1, initial panel of 20 subject fish and all pairwise comparisons of 17
phenotypes. Test 2, naïve subject fish. In each phenotype pair, preferences in
test 1 and test 2 were not significantly different from one another (all P ⬎ 0.2).

axis (Fig. 2; see SI). At one extreme, phenotype K has two to three
melanophore stripes and lacks scale melanophores that normally give
a dark cast to the dorsum; K has larger vertical pattern entropy than WT
and was preferred when presented simultaneously with WT. At the
other extreme, phenotype A lacks melanin and has a smaller vertical
pattern entropy than WT, and subjects spent little time with A when it
was presented with WT. Preferences for other species also were
associated with vertical pattern entropy, ranging from the striped Dk to
the uniform Da, although these preferences were lower than for
zebrafish mutants (F(1,13) ⫽ 8.6, P ⬍ 0.05; multivariate R2 ⫽ 0.22).
Despite the strong relationship between male shoaling preference
and vertical pattern entropy, a similar relationship was not observed for
females (P ⫽ 0.8; R2 ⫽ 0.007). We found no significant associations
between shoaling preference and any other a priori quantitative phenotypic attributes including pattern entropy scores, reflectance measures, phylogenetic distance, or body size (SI). Thus, among males but
not females, the attractiveness of shoals is closely associated with their
vertical pattern entropy, presumably representing the visibility or regularity of a horizontal stripe pattern.
Sex-Specific Attractiveness of Pigment Pattern Variants. To explore
the zebrafish perceptual world more broadly, we examined subject
responses to each of the 17 different stimulus phenotypes when presented in all possible combinations. We define the attractiveness of each
stimulus phenotype to each sex as the average time that subjects spent
with shoals of that phenotype across the entire dataset. Of the 17
phenotypes, DI had the highest attractiveness (far right columns in
Tables 1 and 2). To see whether this was generalizable, we repeated
preference tests with naı̈ve ABwp subjects, by using DI paired against
either of two less attractive phenotypes; males were tested with DI vs.
WT and DI vs. CK, whereas females were tested with DI vs. WT and
DI vs. M. In each of the four repeated comparisons, subject fish spent
more time shoaling with DI than the alternative phenotypes (Table 3).
In the original preference tests, males as a whole found some phenotypes significantly more attractive than others overall (Table 1; observed
ranking value across all phenotypes, Dn ⫽ 68.8 ⬎ critical ranking value
across all phenotypes, Dn,c ⫽ 26.3; least significant difference between
phenotypes in ordered ranks, mc ⫽ 18.6; for statistical details, see SI and
refs. 27 and 28). By contrast, females as a whole did not find particular
phenotypes significantly more attractive overall (Dn ⫽ 23.7 ⬍ Dn,c ⫽
26.3), despite the empirical repeatability of tests with DI. These data
point to substantial differences between males and females in how
prospective shoalmates are perceived in relation to WT: males exhibit
robust preferences for particular phenotypes, whereas females exhibit
preferences (e.g., DI and see below), but these preferences depend
more strongly on the particular stimulus pair presented, with some
phenotypes eliciting a strong preference and others not.
Multidimensional Scaling Reveals Sex-Specific and Species-Specific
Perceptual Worlds. To depict graphically the perceptual space of

zebrafish, we used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to represent the
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Preferences are calculated as in Table 1. Orange values, P ⬍ 0.05; red values, P ⬍ false discovery threshold; q ⫽ 0.01. Attractiveness values not significantly different from one another are placed in the same
letter categories; females did not exhibit significant rank ordering for phenotypes. Abbreviations of phenotypes are as in Fig. 1.
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Table 2. Female subject fish preferences for stimulus phenotypes and attractiveness of stimulus phenotypes
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Table 3. Repeatable preferences of male and female subject fish
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Fig. 3. MDS solutions for perceptual spaces of humans, male zebrafish, and female zebrafish. Abbreviations and symbols are as in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
(A) MDS recovers intuitive groupings of stimulus phenotypes from similarity rankings by human subjects. MDS solution: R2 ⫽ 0.67; stress (a lack-of-fit measure;
refs. 29 and 30), s ⫽ 0.22. (B and C) Shoaling preference spaces for male (B) and female (C) zebrafish differ dramatically from one another and from human
perceptions of these phenotypes. (B) MDS solution for zebrafish males: R2 ⫽ 0.51; s ⫽ 0.27. (C) MDS solution for zebrafish females: R2 ⫽ 0.52; s ⫽ 0.26.

similarity (dissimilarity) of stimulus phenotypes. MDS is applicable to
a wide variety of complex data sets and does not require an a priori
model of the important explanatory factors or how they might be
weighted (28–31). For this approach, each subject is presented with all
possible pairs of the stimuli to construct a dissimilarity matrix. Analysis
of this matrix generates a visual representation of preference space,
without ascribing any particular units or values to the axes of the plots.
Subject attributes then can be tested for correlations with the MDS axes.
As such, an MDS solution and any subsequent phenotypic correlations
identify hypotheses for additional, more directed testing. To illustrate
how MDS can recover particular trends and groupings, we reconstructed a perceptual space for the 17 stimulus phenotypes by using
human subjects who were presented with pairs of images and asked to
rank their similarity from 1 to 10. Fig. 3A shows the MDS solution,
which recovers groupings of phenotypes with distinct stripes (WT, Dk,
Dn, K), uniform patterns (CK, M, CE, Da), and spots (DI, S, DU), in
agreement with our subjective impressions.
To assess the preference space of zebrafish, we determined for each
possible pair of stimulus phenotypes the absolute difference in the times
spent by subject fish with each shoal. We used these values to construct
two 17 ⫻ 17 dissimilarity matrices, one for males and one for females
(Tables 1 and 2). These matrices represent an averaged preference
space for each sex and reveal the just meaningful differences between
phenotypes (32). Our experiments do not address just noticeable
differences between the phenotypes; that is, differences the subject fish
perceive but do not act on.
Preference spaces differed dramatically between males (Fig. 3B) and
females (Fig. 3C), reflecting an overall lack of correlation between male
and female dissimilarity matrices (Mantel test, r ⫽ 0.07, P ⫽ 0.4; 10,000
permutations). Neither MDS solution recovers anthropomorphically
intuitive groupings (Fig. 3 A vs. B: r ⫽ ⫺0.07, P ⫽ 0.3; Fig. 3 A vs. C:
r ⫽ ⫺0.05, P ⫽ 0.4); nor is either MDS solution correlated with any of
the a priori quantified phenotypic attributes listed above (all P ⬎ 0.2; see
SI). Nevertheless, inspection of all tests revealed pairs of phenotypes
that exceed the false discovery thresholds (33) for significance (q ⫽ 0.02,
0.01 for males and females, respectively) (Tables 1 and 2). For example,
both CK and M have uniform pigment patterns and lack melanophores;
CK also lacks xanthophores (26). Despite the apparent similarity of
these phenotypes, females strongly preferred CK over M (P ⬍ 0.005)
in initial tests, and both the directionality and magnitude of this
preference was confirmed by retesting with naı̈ve ABwp female subjects
(P ⬍ 0.05) (Table 3). These analyses show that overall preference spaces
for male and female zebrafish differ markedly from one another (and
from the perceptual space of human observers). They also demonstrate
the context dependence of such preferences. For example, despite the
strong association between male shoaling preference and vertical pat932 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0708778105

tern entropy in tests with WT, a similar relationship was not observed
across all pairwise phenotypic combinations.
Concordant Visual Preferences of Domesticated and Wild Zebrafish. A

critical question for studies that use laboratory strains is whether
observed behaviors are concordant with those of wild populations. In
the foregoing analyses, we used an inbred mapping strain, ABwp, to
minimize genetic and behavioral variation. These fish were derived
from the pet trade in the early 1970s and are ⬎100 generations from the
wild (12). Behavioral effects of domestication are well documented for
many species including zebrafish (16, 34), so our findings might be
specific to ABwp, owing to relaxed selection on traits important to wild
fish or unintended selection in the laboratory. To test whether preferences of laboratory stocks are representative of wild fish, we obtained
adult D. rerio from a natural population (CBR1) in the Cooch Bihar
region of India. We selected 10 stimulus phenotype pairs to represent
a range of preferences exhibited by ABwp, and presented them to CBR1
zebrafish (10 males, 10 females, or both; 150 tests total). Preferences of
the wild fish CBR1 and laboratory strain ABwp were significantly
positively correlated overall (R2 ⫽ 0.43, F(1,13) ⫽ 9.73, P ⬍ 0.01) (SI).
These data suggest similar overall preference spaces for laboratory and
wild zebrafish.
Discussion
Our analyses provide a unique window into the zebrafish perceptual
world. The striking discordance between human and fish perceptual
spaces highlights the importance of documenting organism-specific
perception of environment, and how these perceptions are filtered,
processed, and acted on (the Umwelt and Innenwelt of ref. 35). With the
exception of two phenotypic attributes closely associated with male
shoaling preferences (vertical pattern entropy and species identity), we
found little correlation between a priori quantified components of the
phenotype and zebrafish preference spaces, despite strong and repeatable individual preferences exhibited with particular pairs of phenotypes. For example, the preference of females for CK (which lacks
melanophores and xanthophores) over M (which lacks only melanophores) shows a remarkable ability to differentiate between these
apparently similar uniform pigment patterns. We speculate that, for
some of these phenotypes, zebrafish attend to aspects unrelated to
pigment pattern (although video analyses and other observations have
not revealed gross behavioral differences apparent to the human
observer). These results underscore the challenge of identifying the
salient components of signals, a prerequisite for more fully understanding animal communication (28, 36, 37).
Previous studies showed that shoaling preferences are learned during
development (13, 17) and are subsequently immutable (18), suggesting
Engeszer et al.

lus) compartments. Subject fish were presented with alternative shoals of stimulus fish and times spent in proximity to each shoal were recorded for 5 min.
Detailed testing procedures are described in SI.
Characterization of Fish Phenotypes by Human Observers. Subjects were presented with all pairwise combination of stimulus phenotypes and asked to rank
them for similarity on a scale of 1–10. Details are in SI.
Phenotype Quantification. After acquiring digital images of subject pigment
patterns, these were analyzed by using specially designed software to quantify
the variation in pixel values along vertical and horizontal axes, providing vertical
and horizontal pattern entropy scores. Color reflectance measures were additionally characterized at several locations. Details are in SI.
Statistical Analyses. We examined effects of phenotype attributes on preference by using multiple linear regression, and we used multidimensional
scaling to reconstruct perceptual spaces for zebrafish and humans. Preferences for all pairs of stimulus phenotypes were compared by using Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks tests. Attractiveness measures were evaluated by nonparametric tests of overall equality to test the null hypothesis of equal
attractiveness among phenotypes (rejected if Dn ⬎ critical value, Dn,c).
Detailed statistical procedures are presented in SI.

Fish Preference Testing. Preference tests were performed by using a large
aquarium divided by transparent Plexiglas into center (subject) and side (stimu-
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that individuals form a prototype for shoaling partners based on early
experience. An interesting finding here is that putative prototypes of
subject fish (here, WT), need not be the most attractive phenotype. In
tests with WT, males preferred K. Across all 17 phenotypes, DI was
most attractive and WT was only 3rd and 12th most attractive for males
and females, respectively (although females did not display a significant
ranking). The discordance between prototype and attractiveness differs
from suggestions for human perception (38), but is consistent with mate
choice preferences for phenotypes that are more extreme than the
mean (39), and could reflect underlying biases of the visual system.
Perhaps our most striking finding is the profound and unexpected
difference in shoaling preference spaces for males and females.
Whereas males exhibited a clear preference for phenotypes with higher
vertical pattern entropy, and significantly ranked absolute attractiveness, female preferences did not correlate with vertical pattern entropy,
were of lower magnitude, and were stimulus pair-dependent. These
differences could reflect sex differences in the acquisition or processing
of visual stimuli, as has been documented for human subjects as well
(40–42). Sex differences also could represent alternative motivations
for joining shoals. Whereas shoaling has been mostly associated with
benefits in predation avoidance and foraging efficiency (5, 10), selection
on these factors would seem comparable between males and females.
On the other hand, if the tendency to join a shoal rests on access to
mates, or their avoidance, sex-specific preferences should evolve. These
possibilities are testable and suggest a new emphasis on sex-specific
costs and benefits during the formation of social groupings more
generally.

